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In a series of 10 propositions, we form a project to guide the develop-
ment of a (real) computer science, and simultaneously (real) history and
sociology of that same discipline, for us, and for future generations.
1
Introduction
This thesis of ours – computer science is a social science – is no mere
intellectual trick or an act of academic bravado. It has real, practical,
urgent applications, and meanings.
Let us explain how :
We must do all we can – as computer scientists, as social scientists, as
historians, and all the others – to contribute to the definition of this new
discipline, which is bound to play such an important and big role in, and
on our societies (to come).
If we do not define computer science, it will define us. They – who do
not share our social ideals – will define it, and define us, in a way that
escapes us, and as a way of consequence.
—
The technological transformations that our societies are undergoing,
which are so great and perhaps without antecedent in all of human history,
and cannot in any way be understated contrary to the naive notions of a
certain historical-political economist, are here to stay.
(The only plausible way for them to disappear would be if we, our
civilization disappeared alongside it.)
Their effects can only be expected, and are bound to become ever, and
ever greater on (all of) our lives, in the future.
“They who rob us of our dreams, rob us of our lives” wrote Virginia
Woolf at the beginning of the last century.
Our times are ours – though, and only if we make them ours.
To the question “What is computer science?”, we will answer again
and again : Computer science is a social science.
There can be no doubt about this.
If we do not define it, it will define us (definir) – and perhaps destroy
us too (finir) ...
2
1 “What is computer science?” 10 propo-
sitions
1. Computer science is a social science.
2. The old question “What is computer science?”, which, as we know,
was so defining for the beginnings of computer science as a constituted
discipline in the 1960s, we argue, has lost its old decorum of defended and
argued scientificity against neighboring disciplines – it is now a science
with no one left to doubt it. Hence :
3. Instead, the question “What is computer science?”, as for our times,
and as we can only live in them, has shifted to become all about the
responsibility and the identity – certainly defended, and argued – of our,
or perhaps we should say their computer scientists.
4. Computer science is, by any standards, including of the history of
science, an extremely young and immature discipline, science.
5. Computer science, this extremely young and immature discipline, does
not know where it comes from, and hence it does not know where it goes.
6. We must define computer science, otherwise it will define us.
7. They, who do not share our social ideals, and visions of society, will
define it for us, without us, against us.
8. Language constitutes the limits of our world, and our thoughts, it has
been used to define us, in science, and outside. We must not let it, them
define computer science – this so important science – too.
9. Our – their – current computer scientists are at best third-generation
scientists. They certainly have no idea where they are going, or who they
are, or who they could be. Least, who they ought to be. (They are
the pioneers and temporary scientists of their age, sellers and believers of
many dreams and promises.)
10. The new computer scientists are social scientists. (Social scientists are
the new computer scientists, and computer scientists are the new social
scientists.)
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